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ABSTRACT
The Milky Way centre exhibits an intense flux in the gamma and X-ray bands, whose origin
is partly ascribed to the possible presence of a large population of millisecond pulsars (MSPs)
and cataclysmic variables (CVs), respectively. However, the number of sources required to
generate such an excess is much larger than what is expected from in situ star formation and
evolution, opening a series of questions about the formation history of the Galactic nucleus.
In this paper, we make use of direct N-body simulations to investigate whether these sources
could have been brought to the Galactic centre by a population of star clusters that underwent
orbital decay and formed the Galactic nuclear star cluster (NSC). Our results suggest that the
gamma-ray emission is compatible with a population of MSPs that were mass segregated in
their parent clusters, while the X-ray emission is consistent with a population of CVs born
via dynamical interactions in dense star clusters. Combining observations with our modelling,
we explore how the observed γ -ray flux can be related to different NSC formation scenarios.
Finally, we show that the high-energy emission coming from the galactic central regions can
be used to detect black holes heavier than 105 M� in nearby dwarf galaxies.

Key words: Galaxy: centre – gamma-rays: galaxies – X-rays: galaxies – cataclysmic
variables – pulsars: general – dark matter.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

The Fermi satellite’s discovery of strong excess emission in the
Milky Way Galaxy centre opened a series of questions about the
physical origin of this phenomenon. The excess is characterized
by a nearly spherical morphology, and extends up to ∼1–3 kpc
from the Galaxy’s supermassive black hole (SMBH). One pos-
sible explanation for such a strong signal is the annihilation of
∼30 GeV dark matter particles (Hooper & Goodenough 2011). In
this case, the Galactic centre would provide the first evidence of
dark matter particles beyond the Standard Model interacting with
the electromagnetic sector. However, such exotic explanations pre-
sume that astrophysical processes cannot account for the observed
emission. Possible alternatives to dark matter annihilation, among
others, are millisecond pulsars (MSPs), rapidly rotating neutron
stars observed throughout the galaxy and characterized by a gamma
ray spectrum similar to that observed for the excess (Abazajian
2011); highly magnetized young pulsars born in the star-forming
nuclear star cluster (NSC) (O’Leary et al. 2015, 2016); injection of
cosmic-ray protons (Carlson & Profumo 2014); or cosmic ray out-
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bursts (Petrović, Dario Serpico & Zaharijaš 2014). While a diffuse
background would be expected from annihilation in a smooth dark
matter profile (Bartels, Krishnamurthy & Weniger 2016; Mishra-
Sharma, Rodd & Safdi 2017), observations instead indicate an unre-
solved population of gamma-ray point sources, consistent with the
hypothesis that MSPs play a significant role in the development of
gamma-ray emission (Daylan et al. 2016; Fermi-LAT Collaboration
2017).

Fermi’s resolution is insufficient to study the morphology of
the excess over the inner few pc. The excess is consistent with a
compact, unresolved (�10 pc) source or set of sources, plus much
more extended emission (Abazajian et al. 2014; Brandt & Kocsis
2015), or with a steep cusp towards Sgr A∗ (Daylan et al. 2016).
The morphology of this inner region is accessible in X-rays. Re-
cent observations with the NuSTAR satellite show a complex X-ray
structure in the inner 10 pc from Sgr A∗, characterized by a nearly
spherical structure and emitting filaments. The source of emission
may be an unresolved population of cataclysmic variables (CVs, see
Mukai (2017) for a review on the argument) with mass ∼0.9 M�
(Mori et al. 2015), a population of MSPs (Perez et al. 2015), or a
more heterogeneous population of MSPs, CVs, and X-ray binaries.
Hailey et al. (2016) propose that the emission is likely due to in-
termediate polars (IPs), a type of CV with longer orbital periods
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and nonsynchronized orbits compared to polars (Evidence for In-
termediate Polars as the Origin of the Galactic Center Hard X-ray
Emission pat; Pretorius, Knigge & Schwope 2013). The authors
note that the central X-ray emission profile is quite similar to the
luminosity profile of the Galactic NSC, thus suggesting a stellar
origin for the X-rays. Understanding the nature of the gamma-ray
excess and its possible connection with the X-ray excess may shed
light on the extreme processes that take place in the vicinity of an
SMBH.

In this paper, we use direct N-body simulations to examine the
role of infalling globular clusters (GCs) in shaping the observed
gamma-ray and hard X-ray profiles. GCs efficiently form MSPs,
CVs, and X-ray binaries due to the high likelihood of close dynam-
ical encounters. Using semianalytic arguments and comparisons
to extant GCs, Brandt & Kocsis (2015) showed that the observed
gamma-ray flux is consistent with the emission of MSPs that were
delivered to the Galactic centre by inspiralling GCs. Similarly, we
point out that infalling clusters would also deposit their CV popula-
tions around the Galactic centre. Indeed, CVs are expected to form
via dynamical encounters in dense stellar environments (Ivanova
et al. 2006; Belloni et al. 2016; Dieball et al. 2017), and their life-
times are estimated to lie in the range 108–1011 yr (Kolb & Stehle
1996; Mukai 2017). CVs with period shorter than 2.2 h have a life-
time >109 yr.1 Recent observations in the far ultraviolet (UV) have
outlined the presence of a population of both CVs and MSPs mass-
segregated into the core of the NGC 6397 GC (Dieball et al. 2017).
This poses interesting questions about the formation and evolution
of such objects, confirming at the same time their presence in the
inner regions of GCs.

Dynamically formed MSPs and CVs carry information on the
GC infall history of the Galactic center. Using our simulations,
we examine the formation of the central Milky Way nuclear star
cluster, and predict the distribution of MSPs and CVs. We use this
information to investigate the implications for gamma ray and hard
X-ray emission profiles.

1.1 Controversy of the msp origin of the Fermi excess

In the MSP interpretation of the Fermi excess, the observed gamma-
ray flux requires at least 103 MSPs (Bednarek & Sobczak 2013),
a number that seems exceedingly large with respect to our current
knowledge of in situ MSP formation mechanisms in the Galactic
centre. The MSPs could have formed in a dense stellar environment,
such as a GC, and have been delivered to the central region by the
inspiral of dense systems (Brandt & Kocsis 2015). Indeed, known
as “recycled pulsars”, MSPs form primarily in binary systems. The
high stellar encounter rates in dense systems, facilitates to decrease
the binary separation, until the neutron star’s companion transfers
material and angular momentum, reducing the neutron star’s mag-
netic field and increasing its spin rate (Michel 1987; Bhattacharya &
van den Heuvel 1991). During this phase, lasting ∼107–109 yr, the
system is observable as a low-mass X-ray binary (LMXB, Ivanova
et al. 2008). After the mass transfer stops, the MSP phase will live
beyond ∼1010 yr.

1i.e., those below the so-called “period gap”, and constitute ∼30 per cent of
the CV population (Kolb & Stehle 1996), although it is difficult to determine
the actual fraction due to observational selection effects (Mukai 2017) or to
the complex modelling required (Podsiadlowski, Han & Rappaport 2003;
Goliasch & Nelson 2015).

Given their long lifetime, MSPs constitute a promising source
for the Galactic γ -ray flux, although many objections have been
put forth against this scenario. Haggard et al. (2017) argued that
if the observed gamma-ray flux is only due to MSPs, they should
have observed ∼1000 LMXBs within 10 deg from the Galactic
centre (∼1.4 kpc @ 8 kpc), but only ∼40–80 LMXBs have been
observed there with INTEGRAL (Lavigne et al. 1998). The MSP
scenario thus requires that most LMXB activity, and hence MSP
creation, ceased long ago. If the MSP population is old, the present-
day emission depends strongly on the gamma-ray efficiency, which
varies as a function of spin-down power (O’Leary et al. 2016). The
observed excess is inconsistent with MSPs assuming a constant
gamma-ray efficiency (Hooper & Linden 2016). However, recently
Fragione, Antonini & Gnedin (2018) showed that the observed
emission is consistent with the expected MSP emission accounting
for spin-down effects. Finally, Hooper & Linden (2016) claimed
that the MSP luminosity function requires several very bright (and
individually resolvable) MSPs around the Galactic center in order
to explain the excess.

With the ongoing development of hybrid strategies to infer the
actual number of MSPs from Fermi data (Bartels et al. 2016; Bhakta
et al. 2017) and with future radio observations with the square
kilometer array (SKA) it may be possible to detect MSPs directly
and map out their distribution in the MW inner 10 pc (Dewdney
et al. 2009; Brandt & Kocsis 2015; Macquart & Kanekar 2015;
Calore et al. 2016), as recently suggested by Abbate et al. (2018).

1.2 Formation of the nuclear star cluster

The distribution of MSPs and CVs in the Galactic centre carries im-
portant information about the formation history of the nuclear star
cluster (NSC). The NSC is a massive star cluster surrounding Sgr
A∗ which is characterized by a very compact size (half-mass radius
∼4.2 pc) and a total mass of 2.5 × 107 M� (Schödel et al. 2014;
Gallego-Cano et al. 2018; Schödel et al. 2018). In what is called
the “dry-merger” scenario, NSCs are assembled by the sequence of
mergers of dense star clusters that spiral towards the galaxy centre
due to dynamical friction (Tremaine, Ostriker & Spitzer Jr. 1975;
Tremaine 1976a,b; Capuzzo-Dolcetta 1993; Antonini et al. 2012;
Antonini 2013; Gnedin, Ostriker & Tremaine 2014; Arca-Sedda
& Capuzzo-Dolcetta 2014a,c; Arca-Sedda et al. 2015; Arca-Sedda
& Capuzzo-Dolcetta 2016, 2017). During this process, GCs bring
their stellar content to the Galactic centre altering the stellar pop-
ulation therein (Antonini 2014; Arca-Sedda & Capuzzo-Dolcetta
2017). The “dry” scenario contrasts with a “wet” formation in which
gas was brought to the Galactic centre where stars formed in-situ
(Milosavljević 2004; Nayakshin, Wilkinson & King 2009; Antonini
2013; Aharon & Perets 2015).

In this paper, we use state-of-the-art N-body simulations to in-
vestigate whether a “dry” origin of the Galaxy’s NSC can account
for the Galactic centre’s gamma-ray and X-ray emission observed
by Fermi and NuSTAR, and examine implications for MSP and CV
source candidates.2 We also determine the number of stellar mass
BHs delivered to this region by GCs.

2After the original submission of this paper, a paper appeared on the pre-
dicted gamma-ray emission of the Galactic bulge for a delivered population
of MSPs accounting for the spin-down effect (Fragione et al. 2018). Their
calculation leads to a γ flux an order of magnitude larger than observed in
the case in which the MSP spindown effect is taken into account.
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Table 1. Star clusters properties and mass deposited.

ID MGC MGC( < 10 pc)/MGC(%)
106 M� S1 S2 S3

1 2.29 54.6 54.6 66.4
2 0.92 42.8 44.8 42.9
3 1.14 15.3 38.6 31.3
4 0.91 47.4 55.3 79.2
5 0.40 0.02 33.4 0
6 0.40 0 37.9 0
7 0.46 0 0 0
8 0.45 1.1 0 1.0
9 0.20 0 40.8 0
10 0.45 0 57.1 0
11 0.20 0 41.8 0

Col. 1: GC identification number. Col. 2: GC mass. Col 3–6: percentage of
the GC mass deposited within 10 pc from the SMBH for models S1–S3.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we describe our
numerical setup and our models; in Section 3, we discuss the out-
comes of the simulations and in Section 5 we draw the conclusions
of this work.

2 N U M E R I C A L M O D E L

In order to investigate how the GCs’ initial conditions can affect
the gamma-ray emission profile, we used the set of direct N-body
simulations presented in Arca-Sedda et al. (2015), which was used
to model the long-term evolution of the galaxy Henize 2 –10. This
dwarf starburst galaxy is an excellent observational target to study
NSC formation, as it contains 11 massive star clusters with masses
in the range (0.2 − 2) × 106 M� (Nguyen et al. 2014), orbiting
at distances � 200 pc around an SMBH with mass 2.6 × 106 M�
(Reines et al. 2011). In the rest of the paper, we do not distinguish
young massive star clusters and globular clusters and refer to both
as GCs. These N-body simulations confirmed that the star clusters
likely segregate to the Galactic centre rapidly on very short time-
scales, ∼100 Myr, leading to the formation of a dense NSC with
mass � (4 − 6) × 106 M� depending on the star clusters’ initial
conditions (see Table 2) (Arca-Sedda et al. 2015). We list the masses
of the assumed GCs in Table 1.

This model represents the inner regions of a galaxy much smaller
than the Milky Way, but provides a view on its galactic nucleus
before the formation of its NSC. Indeed, while we know the current
morphology and mass distribution of the Galactic NSC, the larger-
scale properties of the Milky Way’s nucleus (and its properties
before NSC formation) remain uncertain.

The formation of an NSC leads to a significant enhancement of
the central density slope (Merritt 2006; Antonini et al. 2012; Arca-
Sedda et al. 2015). Before this took place, the stellar distribution
in the Galactic centre could have been different from today. The
minimum negative radial density exponent required to achieve a
self-consistent distribution around an SMBH is γ = 0.5, which is
the choice assumed here (Merritt 2006, 2013a).

Our galaxy model is a truncated Dehnen sphere (Dehnen 1993;
Arca-Sedda et al. 2015):

ρD(r) = (3 − γ )Mg

4πr3
g

(
r

rg

)−γ (
1 + r

rg

)−4+γ 1

cosh(r/rcut)
, (1)

with γ = 0.5 the negative inner density slope, Mg = 1.6 × 109 M�
the total galaxy mass, and rg = 110 pc its length scale. The truncation

radius rcut = 150 pc allowed us to model self-consistently the inner
region of the Galaxy.

This choice of parameters is chosen to roughly represent the
observed cumulative mass profile and velocity dispersion (see Arca-
Sedda et al. 2015 for more details). The outer cut at 150 pc is
set by computational limitations while keeping the necessary high
resolution of the inner regions. This approach allows us to create a
self-consistent model that reproduces the whole region inside rcut,
whose evolution is driven by two-body relaxation processes. In
other words, cutting the density profile with the exponential cut in
equation (2) ensures a correct representation of the dynamics inside
rcut avoiding spurious relaxation processes related to the absence of
particles outside of this region.

The central SMBH is modelled with a point-like particle with
mass MBH = 2.6 × 106 M�, in agreement with the observational
estimates in Henize 2–10 (Reines et al. 2011,2016; Reines & Deller
2012). Note that this value is quite similar to the Sgr A∗ mass,
3.6+0.2

−0.4 × 106 M� (Ghez et al. 2008; Gillessen et al. 2009; Schödel,
Merritt & Eckart 2009), making the Henize 2–10 nucleus models
capable of testing the dry-merger origin for the Milky Way’s NSC.

We analyzed three different initial conditions for the geometry
of the distribution of the globular cluster and the presence of the
SMBH:

(i) model S1, in which the number density distribution of clusters
were assumed to follow the distribution of the background galaxy,

(ii) model S2, corresponding to the assumption that the clusters
are all initially located in the same plane and corotate, and

(iii) model S3, where clusters have the same initial conditions as
in model S1, but in this case the galaxy does not contain any central
SMBH.

Models S1 and S2 represent two limiting cases. While in S1
the star clusters are distributed in phase space according to the
Galactic background, in S2 they are distributed over the same plane
and have distances from the central SMBH smaller than 150 pc. The
recent finding of a significant rotation in the Galactic nuclear cluster
(Feldmeier et al. 2014) and its possible connection to the dry-merger
scenario (Tsatsi et al. 2017) indicates that the star clusters that
contributed to its assembly likely included initial orbital properties
in between models S1 and S2.

The final NSC angular momentum is a fraction of the sum of
all the merging GCs’ angular momenta, which are partly erased
by the action of dynamical friction. For initially coplanar orbits,
GCs momenta are parallel and have the same sign, thus leading
to a rotating NSC. If GCs move on random orientation orbits, the
mergers lead to a partial cancellation of the angular momentum and
produce a slowly rotating NSC.3

The recent discovery of a population of massive young clusters
orbiting in a disc configuration (Nguyen et al. 2014) also moti-
vates the S2 model, which allows us to investigate the possibility
of NSC formation by GCs formed in the Galactic disc. Finally,
comparing models S1 and S3 allows us to highlight the role played
by the central SMBH in shaping the nuclear cluster’s properties
and its stellar content. We refer the reader to Arca-Sedda et al.
(2015) for further details on the GCs’ initial conditions and orbital
properties.

In order to obtain a reasonable balance between computational
load and the resolution of our cluster models, we allowed a

3Clearly, an exactly null angular momentum can be achieved only in special
configuration.
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Table 2. Masses and sizes of the NSCs formed in the simulations.

Model MNSC rNSC

106 M� pc

S1 4.7 4.2
S2 6.0 2.6
S3 5.1 2.0

Col. 1: model name. Col. 2: NSC mass. Col. 3: NSC effective radius.

difference between the mass of cluster stars, mc, and that of galaxy
stars, mg, assuming mg/mc = 8. We ran several tests in order to
ensure that the results are not affected by such a choice.

The simulations have been carried out using the HiGPUs code
(Capuzzo-Dolcetta, Spera & Punzo 2013), a 6th order Hermite
integrator with block time-steps that runs on hybrid GPU–CPU
platforms. In all the simulations, we set a softening parameter
ε = 0.02 pc in order to smooth strong gravitational interactions.

2.1 Scaling strategy

2.1.1 Adapting the N-body model to the Milky Way nucleus

Our simulations were originally tailored to the Henize 2-10 galaxy,
and followed the evolution of 11 young massive clusters with masses
in the range (0.2 − 2.6) × 106 M� (Nguyen et al. 2014), orbiting
around an SMBH with mass MBH = 2.6 × 106 M� (Reines et al.
2011, 2016). Due to its nature, N-body modelling can be easily
adapted to different systems by simply rescaling the particle mass
and positions, and by changing the velocity- and time-scales ac-
cordingly. In order to rescale the simulation results to the Milky
Way, we rescale the masses and positions to match the observed
total mass and effective radius

mi → MMWNSC

MNSC
× mi, (2)

r i → rMWNSC

rNSC
× r i . (3)

According to the observed properties of the Galactic NSC, we as-
sumed MMWNSC = 2.5 × 107 M� and rMWNSC = 4.2 pc (Schödel
et al. 2014, 2018).

As dynamical friction drags the star clusters towards the Galactic
centre, they lose stars from their outskirts due to tidally enhanced
evaporation. Table 1 shows the fraction of GC mass deposited within
the inner 10 pc for the three models investigated. According to
Table 1, we find that ∼20–30 per cent of the mass of the most
massive clusters (1–4) is deposited into the NSC.

After the NSC formation, nearly 60–70 per cent of the total GC
mass is deposited in the innermost 20 per cent, 20 per cent is dis-
persed between 20 and 60pc, and the remaining mass is dispersed
around the Galactic centre, up to 100 pc and beyond. Since the nu-
merical costs limited our simulations to within the innermost 200 pc
region of the Galactic bulge, we cannot model the mass deposited
from massive GCs falling in from larger distances. However, our
simulations indicate that a significant fraction of the emission pro-
duced by MSPs comes from an extended region in the Galactic
bulge, rather then from the central NSC, in agreement with obser-
vations (Abazajian et al. 2014; Daylan et al. 2016). We find that a
well-detectable central NSC forms in all of the simulations within
∼15–80 Myr mainly due to the merger of the four most massive
clusters. The NSC mass and sizes are summarized in Table 2.

The newly-born NSC contains both “cluster stars”, dragged into
the galactic centre from the infalling clusters, and “galaxy stars”,

 0
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Figure 1. Velocity distribution of stars orbiting within 10 per cent. The
vertical line represent the mean (straight black line) and the boundaries
delimited adding to this value ±2σ (dotted black lines).

which were already present in the inner galaxy and remained trapped
within the NSC during its assembly.

We stress that this definition of “galaxy stars” differs from the typ-
ical observer’s definition when studying the NSC. Most observers
use “galaxy stars” to refer to interlopers: stars whose projected po-
sitions place them in the NSC, but that, in reality, are foreground
stars very far away from the inner few pc. Our use of the term refers
to bona fide members of the NSC that were not initally members of
one of the infalling GCs. By tagging each star, we can trace its full
dynamical history and attribute it to a source population.

Our definition of the NSC’s size and mass follows Arca-Sedda
et al. (2015); we select as NSC members all stars moving inside
the “bump” observed in the surface density profile. This is simpler
than the typical observational approach. To extract the NSC’s prop-
erties, observers usually fit the observed surface brightness with a
combination of known profiles, like Sérsic and Core-Sérsic (Côté
et al. 2006; Turner et al. 2012), and use these to infer the mass and
density profile. In our case, the surface density bump provides a
rough estimate of NSC size, but the boundary of the NSC (which
is really just a power-law distribution of stellar density) remains
somewhat fuzzy, and the fraction of NSC members that originated
in GCs depends on this boundary.

For instance, in simulation S1, the NSC, as observed in the global
surface density profile, consists of a clear overdensity extending up
to 10 pc, characterized by an effective radius Re � 4.2 pc. The mass
enclosed within a 10 per cent radius around the SMBH is 4.7 ×
106 M�, as shown in Table 2, but the GC debris mass deposited
inside of 10 per cent is � 2.3 × 106 M�. Therefore, in this case,
the orbitally segregated GCs represent 48 per cent of the total NSC
mass. The other 52 per cent of the mass is “galaxy stars” in our
terminology: bona fide NSC members that were born outside of
GCs.

We can verify whether our “galaxy stars” and former GC stars are
bound to the NSC by calculating the velocity distribution within the
NSC radius (r � 10 pc), and labelling as “contaminants” the stars
having a velocity larger than a given threshold. We adopt as our
contaminants stars with v > 2σ , where σ is the velocity dispersion;
at these velocities, the stars can travel far from the NSC. Fig. 1
shows that only 15 per cent of the “galaxy stars” orbiting in the
inner 10 per cent have a velocity larger than the threshold. The rest
are bona-fide NSC members.
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These simulations confirmed that a dense NSC can form on a
very short timescale from clusters that sink in from the inner
� 200 pc of the Galactic bulge.

Next, we discuss the strengths and limitations of the rescaling
procedure.

2.1.2 Surface density and velocity dispersion

Fig. 2 shows the contribution of star clusters and background to the
total surface density profile of the Galactic Centre in our rescaled
simulations. It is evident that in all the cases the GCs’ debris dom-
inates over the initial galaxy density in the inner 10 per cent. The
NSC component can be well described by a simple relation

�(R) = �0

[
1 +

(
R

R0

)]−ζ

. (4)

The best-fit parameters, listed in Table 3, of models S1 and S2 in
which an SMBH is present, are in remarkably good agreement with
earlier numerical calculations tailored to the Milky Way nucleus
(Antonini et al. 2012). However, our calculations are characterized
by a slightly larger central surface density, due to the fact that we are
rescaling our models to an NSC 1.5 times heavier than in Antonini
et al. (2012). Assuming that the mass and luminosity profiles follow
the same behaviour, we found that our ζ are compatible with the
best-fitting observational estimates, which lie in the range 0.3–0.8
(Schödel et al. 2014). We find further agreement with Antonini
et al. (2012) in terms of the 3D density profile. For instance, using
a modified Hubble law (Rood et al. 1972; Antonini et al. 2012),

ρ(r) = ρ0

[
1 +

(
r

r0

)2
]−1.5

, (5)

the best-fit parameters in model S1 are ρ0 = (8.2 ± 0.4) × 104 M�
pc−3 and r0 = 3.3 ± 0.4 pc.

The kinematics of the cluster are also in agreement with observa-
tional and numerical estimates, as our NSC models are characterized
by a radial velocity dispersion of ∼100 km s−1 at 1 per cent from
the SMBH.

For instance, Fig. 3 shows the line-of-sight (LOS) velocity profile
for our model S1, rescaled to the MW nucleus. The profile that we
show is the average of the profiles computed along the x, y, and
z reference axes in our model (the actual observed LOS velocity
profile depends on the location of an observer in the Galaxy). More
refined methods of inferring the LOS velocity profile exist, for
example the kinemetric approach (Krajnović et al. 2006). However,
our calculations of the high-energy emission from the inner Galaxy
depend only weakly on the NSC kinematics, and our averaged
LOS velocity profile agrees well with the observational results of
Feldmeier et al. (2014) (cf. their fig. 13).

2.1.3 Relaxation timescale

Another important parameter to consider in converting the Henize
2–10 galaxy simulations to a Milky Way model is the time scale.
The long-term evolution of gravitating systems is generally driven
by two-body encounters over a relaxation time-scale (Spitzer 1987)

tr = 0.33σ 3

G2ρmeff ln 

, (6)

where σ is the one-dimensional velocity dispersion, ρ is the mean
stellar density, meff = 〈m2〉/〈m〉 is the so-called effective mass,

defined as the ratio of the mean-squared stellar mass to the mean
stellar mass, and ln 
 is the Coulomb logarithm. The SMBH’s
gravity dominates the dynamics within its influence radius rinfl =
GMBH/σ 2. Within this region, ln 
 = ln (rinflσ

2/2G〈m〉) (Merritt
2013a,b). After rescaling the simulations with equations (2) and
(3), our system is characterized by an influence radius equal to
the Milky Way’s estimated value. Assuming an effective mass of
meff ∼ 1 M�, the relaxation time at the Sgr A∗ influence radius
is ∼20–30 Gyr (Merritt 2010). In direct N-body simulations, the
relaxation time is reduced by a factor msim/m∗ due to the smaller
number of particles as compared to real stellar systems, where msim

and m∗ are the simulated and actual single stellar masses, respec-
tively. Therefore, in order to mimic the NSC’s long-term evolution,
we carried out our simulations up to a fraction msim/m∗ of the ob-
served relaxation time-scale. These approximations, widely used in
the field of numerical simulations, alleviate the large N problem
(N � 108 in reality, see, for instance, Antonini et al. 2012, 2013;
Perets & Mastrobuono-Battisti 2014; Tsatsi et al. 2017). Upon this
approximation, we selected the snapshot corresponding to 12 Gyr
to perform our analysis.

2.1.4 Mass segregation

The other important process to take into account is the possible
imprint of mass segregation in the observational properties. Indeed,
the MSP and CV progenitor stars may have already undergone
mass segregation in their parent GC when they reach the Galactic
Centre, possibly affecting their distribution within the NSC after
formation. The GCs’ infall is regulated by dynamical friction, whose
time-scale depends on the mass of the GC as 〈m〉/mGC. Similarly,
mass segregation in dense clusters also operates in a fraction of the
relaxation time-scale (Spitzer 1940; Portegies Zwart & McMillan
2002; Arca-Sedda 2016)

tseg = 0.65Gyr

ln(0.4M/〈m〉)
(

M

105 M�

)1/2 (1 M�
〈m〉

)(
rh

1pc

)3/2

, (7)

where 〈m〉 is the mean stellar mass and rh is the cluster half-mass
radius. Since tseg ∝M0.5 while tdf ∝M−0.67 (Arca-Sedda et al. 2015),
the lighter the cluster the higher the probability that it reaches the
galactic centre in a mass-segregated state. This is an oversimplifica-
tion of the problem, since the segregation process depends mainly
on the internal properties of the cluster, e.g. core radius, metallic-
ity, mass function, while the cluster infall depends on its orbital
properties and the host galaxy structure. In our simulations, we can-
not account for this effect self-consistently, as we used single-mass
models for both the clusters and the background galaxy and our
mass resolution is much larger than 1 M�. As we will discuss in
detail in Section 3.2, in order to alleviate our blindness of the MSPs
and CVs formation history, in our calculations we assume that these
sources at formation are either segregated into the parent GC core
or completely unsegregated. Since the mixing time in globular clus-
ters is of order of 10 times the relaxation time (Meiron & Kocsis
2018) and the outer stars are stripped more easily from GCs, the
initial conditions of MSPs and CVs within GCs affects their final
distribution in the Galactic bulge.

2.2 Selecting MSP and CV candidates in N-body modelling

Our N-body simulations are based on single-mass particle repre-
sentations of both the infalling GCs and the galaxy nucleus, while
stellar evolution and binary formation are not treated in any way.
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Figure 2. Present-day surface density profile for different initial conditions shown in Table 3: spherical GC distribution (top left-hand panel, model S1),
disc-like distribution of GCs (top right-hand panel, model S2), and spherical GC distribution without an SMBH (bottom left-hand panel, model S3). The
solid red, blue dashed, and black dotted lines represent the total profile, the star clusters’, and the background galaxy’s contributions, respectively. The bottom
right-hand panel represents a comparison between the overall surface densities for the three models investigated.

Table 3. NSC surface density parameters.

Model �0 R0 ζ

M� pc−2 pc

S1 0.28 ± 0.01 2.1 ± 0.3 0.59 ± 0.10
S2 0.34 ± 0.01 4.1 ± 1.1 0.88 ± 0.26
S3 2.18 ± 0.08 1.2 ± 0.1 0.82 ± 0.06

Col. 1: model name. Col. 2: central surface density. Col. 3: scale radius. Col.
4: surface density slope.

The number of particles used is sufficiently high to resolve the stellar
distribution in the star clusters’ cores and in the SMBH surround-
ings, thus providing a statistical basis sufficiently robust to measure
the evolution of stellar orbits. We select and label particles as MSP
or CV candidates, as discussed in 3.1 and 3.2, and follow their
evolution from their initial position within the parent cluster up to
their final position in the Galactic Centre after the NSC formation.
The selection procedure accounts for two important quantities: (1)
the fraction of stars that can form an MSP or CV in a massive GC;
and (2) the level of mass segregation of the parent GC when it im-
pacts the SMBH. We discuss these aspects in Sections 3.1 and 3.2,
respectively.
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Figure 3. Line-of-sight velocity profile in our model S1 (red filled squares)
compared with observed values provided by Feldmeier et al. (2014) (blue
crosses).

3 RESULTS AND DI SCUSSI ON

In this section, we use our rescaled N-body results to investigate the
role of the GCs’ infall in the production of high-energy emission
from the Galactic Centre. The bottom panel of Fig. 2 compares
the NSC surface density profiles for our three simulations. The
most prominent difference between the models is that a central
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Figure 4. Flux for different MSP models for the initially disc-like distribu-
tion of globular clusters (model S2) and different assumptions on the initial
distribution of MSPs within the cluster and the number of MSPs in the galac-
tic field. For the definition of models, see Table 6. The large deviation for
model MSPd is due to the assumed high Galactic field MSP contribution N
∼ 4000 MSPs (η = 0.1). Note that the modelled region is meaningful within
150 pc (the sampling is exponentially truncated beyond 150 per cent). The
MSP population from infalling GCs is also underestimated further out due
to the neglect of infalling GCs from outside of 200 per cent. The black =
filled dots represent observed γ -excess reported by Brandt & Kocsis (2015).

SMBH strongly affects the inner mass distribution: with no SMBH
(model S3), the central density is up to five times larger. On the
other hand, the differences in the star clusters’ initial conditions
(models S1 and S2) have only a weak impact on the final matter
distribution. Beyond ∼3 per cent, the three profiles become almost
indistinguishable, due to the fact that above this length scale the
dominant contribution comes from the background galaxy in this
model.4 These findings are consistent with previous models of the
Milky Way NSC by Antonini et al. (2012). In particular, our surface
density profile matches their Fig. 4 in both the central surface density
and the NSC effective radius.

The absence of significant differences between the density pro-
files on length scales larger than 10–100 per cent could imply that
the GC initial conditions do not play a significant role as far as the
gamma-ray emission is concerned, which is observed with Fermi
with a poorer resolution. The radial profile of hard X-ray emis-
sion with NuSTAR has a better resolution of the Galactic Centre,
which might offer further constraints on the GC initial conditions.
The NuSTAR satellite has an angular resolution of 58′′ (HPD, cor-
responding to 2.2 pc at 8 kpc), an FWHM equal to 18′′ (0.7 pc)
and a field of view of 6

′
(14 per cent).5 In the next sections, we

investigate whether the level of mass segregation in the infalling
clusters and the presence of the SMBH may alter the final dis-
tribution of both MSPs and CVs in the very inner region of the
Galaxy.

3.1 The expected number of msps and cvs in the infall scenario

In this section, we provide a crude estimate of the number of MSPs
and CVs expected to be found in the Galactic Centre under the
hypothesis that the NSC formed by repeated GC infall.

4Note that it may come from a large number of primordial GCs that sink
to this region from a kpc distance, modelled as a Galactic contribution here
(Brandt & Kocsis 2015).
5https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/nustar/nustar tech desc.html.

3.1.1 Number of MSPs in the NSC

We determine the number of MSPs based on the following phe-
nomenological parameters.

(i) μGCi: the initial fraction of mass in the ith GC in the Galactic
bulge compared to the total Galactic bulge mass.

(ii) μNSC, GC: the final fraction of mass in the NSC comprised of
GC debris.

(iii) μNSC, G: the fraction of mass in the NSC already present in
the Galactic centre before NSC formation. We assume that μNSC, GC

+ μNSC, G = 1.
(iv) νMSP: the number of MSPs per unit mass in GCs, νMSP =

NMSP/MGC.
(v) δi: the final fraction of the ith GC mass in the bulge that makes

it to the NSC. The rest 1 − δi represents the final fraction of GC mass
deposited in the bulge due to GC evaporation and tidal disruption
of GCs. Thus μNSC, GC = ∑

iδiμGCi.
(vi) ηMSP: the ratio between the initial mass in MSPs in the Galac-

tic field and that in GCs. Since MSP formation is correlated with
the dynamical encounter rate (Bahramian et al. 2013; Hui, Cheng &
Taam 2010), the formation efficiency in the Galactic field is smaller
than in GCs, ηMSP < 1.

With these parameters, the total number of MSPs in the NSC can
be expressed as

NMSP = νMSP

(
ηMSPμNSC,G +

∑
i

δiμGCi

)
MNSC, (8)

where the sum is over all GCs in the Galactic bulge. We determine
the parameters as follows.

We follow Abdo et al. (2010) to estimate νMSP using Fermi obser-
vations of the gamma-ray flux for 10 old and massive GCs, which
yields the enclosed number of MSPs, NMSP0. Table 4 summarizes
NMSP0 and the mass of the host GCs, derived from literature. Our
GC models have similar GC masses, and therefore assume similar
numbers of MSPs. The Abdo et al. (2010) sample is comprised of
old GCs, with ages ∼10 Gyr. Hence, NMSP0 represents the lower
limit of MSP progenitors. Neutron stars form over a time-scale
∼10–100 Myr, with a substantial fraction of them being ejected
due to supernovae kicks. On the contrary, MSPs form after a NS
is captured in a binary system and the binary is hardened by dy-
namical encounters to be spun up into an MSP. This typical time is
∼1 Gyr, larger than the time-scale for NS formation and ejection.
Thus, we do not expect a significant variation in NMSP0. We get
νMSP = 775/(8.6 × 106 M�) = 9 × 10−5 MSP M−1

� . We measure
δi, μGCi and μNSC, G from the simulation.

The main parameter values used in the above calculations are
summarized in Table 5 (see top row for CVs). Assuming ηMSP = 0
and substituting the parameters in Abdo et al. (2010) and Table 4
into equation (8), we obtain NMSP = 1000–1200 within 10 pc from
Sgr A∗, a number in good agreement with semi-analytic calculations
and numerical modelling presented in the literature (Bednarek &
Sobczak 2013; Brandt & Kocsis 2015; Abbate et al. 2018). We run
calculations with ηMSP = 0, 0.01, and 0.1. Here, ηMSP ∼ 0.01 is
compatible with observational evidence of a much smaller number
of MSPs per unit mass in the Galactic field, up to ∼100 times that
in GCs (Grindlay & Bogdanov 2009).

3.1.2 Number of CVs in the NSC

We use a simple phenomenological model to derive the number of
IPs in the Milky Way’s NSC, which may be responsible for the hard
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Gamma-ray and X-ray emission from the Galactic centre 907

Table 4. Number of expected MSPs in observed GCs.

GC name NMSP0 MGC d F2 Gev ref.
(106 M�) kpc (10−9 GeV cm−2 s−1)

47 Tuc 33 0.700 4.5 5.6 Marks & Kroupa (2010)
� Cen 19 1.500 5.2 2.8 Marks & Kroupa (2010)
M 62 76 1.220 6.8 3.8 Boyles et al. (2011)
NGC 6388 180 2.170 9.9 3.4 Boyles et al. (2011)
Terzan 5 180 0.374 6.9 12.6 Boyles et al. (2011)
NGC 6440 130 0.811 8.5 2.9 Boyles et al. (2011)
M 28 43 0.551 5.5 3.8 Boyles et al. (2011)
NGC 6541 47 0.572 7.5 0.9 Boyles et al. (2011)
NGC 6752 11 0.140 4.0 0.5 Marks & Kroupa (2010)
M 15 56 0.560 10.4 - Marks & Kroupa (2010)

Col. 1 GC name. Expected number of MSPs (Abdo et al. 2010). Col. 3: GC mass. Col. 4: observed flux at 2 GeV (Cholis, Hooper & Linden 2015). Col. 5:
GCs distances (Harris 1996). Col. 6: reference for GC masses.

Table 5. Main parameters for MSPs and IPs number calculation.

Source ν ( M−1
� ) f δ μGCS η μNSC, G Nsrc

MSPs 9 × 10−5 − 0.5 1.3 0.0 0.5 1911
IPs 1.92 × 10−3 0.08 0.5 1.3 0.0 0.5 3255

X-ray emission observed in the Galactic Centre:

NIP = νCVfIP

(
ηCVμNSC,G +

∑
i

δiμGCi

)
MNSC. (9)

Here, fIP denotes the fraction of IPs among all CVs. Based on
observations of the ROSAT Bright Survey, Pretorius et al. (2013)
estimated that a fraction fmCV = 0.2 of all CVs in the Solar neigh-
bourhood are magnetic, and about 40 per cent of the local magnetic
CVs are IPs. Thus, we assume that fIP = 0.4fmCV = 0.08.

Further Ivanova et al. (2006) used Monte Carlo models of star
clusters and found the formation of NCVo = 2490 CVs in 13 massive
GCs with lifetimes larger than 12 Gyr. The total mass of GCs was
MGCo = 1.3 × 106 M�. Thus, we get, νCV = NCVo/MGCo = 1.92 ×
10−3 CV M−1

� .
We use the same δi, μGCi and μNSC, G measured from the sim-

ulation as for the MSPs. The parameter values in equation (9) are
summarized in Table 5 (see bottom row for IPs). According to equa-
tion (9), the total number of IPs formed in the infalling clusters is
NIP, tot = 5994. After the NSC build-up, the expected number of
IPs, solely coming from the infalling clusters and deposited inside
the inner 10 per cent, is NIP = 1823. Given that the Galaxy’s NSC
effective radius is rNSC ∼ 4.2 per cent (Schödel et al. 2014) and
its radial inner slope is γ NSC � 1–2 (Schödel et al. 2014), we can
calculate the IPs’ mean density assuming that the NSC distribution
follows a powerlaw nIP ∝ r−γ . This leads to nIP = 0.35–1.6 pc−3. In
the next section, we will show that this rough estimate agrees with
the IPs’ simulated radial distribution (Fig. 6), and it is well below
the upper bound on the IP density inferred from observations (nobs

� 1–3 pc−3, Heard & Warwick 2013; Perez et al. 2015; Hailey et al.
2016). Thus, the simulated number of IPs within 150 pc is consis-
tent with the observationally inferred values within the theoretical
uncertainties. Further, we show in the next section, that the surface
density and X-ray flux found in our simulations are consistent with
observations, suggesting that a dry merger origin of the Galactic
NSC is viable to explain the origin of the large population of MSPs
and CVs that generate the observed gamma and X-ray emission in
the Galactic centre.

3.2 Mock catalogue of gamma and X-ray sources in N-body
simulations

In the following, we combine the calculation performed to obtain
the expected number of MSPs and CVs in our modelled clusters
with the data provided by the numerical simulations to study the
shape and characteristics of the γ and X-ray emission expected
from the Galactic centre.

Our N-body models have a sufficiently large number of particles
to ensure a reliable selection of source candidates. In the following,
we will focus on model S2, due to the absence of big differences
between S1 and S2 surface density profiles which represent spheri-
cal and planar initial GC distributions, respectively (see Fig. 2). We
will use models S1 and S3 in the next sections to highlight the role
played by the central SMBH.

In each cluster, we randomly selected ν jMGCj particles, where the
subscript j refers either to MSPs or CVs. The number of sources for
each cluster, rescaled to the Milky Way nucleus, is obtained through
equations (8) and (9). All particles in our simulation have the same
mass, so any treatment of mass segregation of the MSPs and CVs
can only be done in postprocessing. We qualitatively account for this
effect by preferentially selecting tracer particles within or beyond a
given radius from the cluster center. We first fix a radius l in units of
the core radius, and then vary the fraction of MSPs and CVs tracing
the mass inside (fs) and outside (1 − fs) of l. For example, fs = 0.5
and l = 1 corresponds to half of the MSPs and CVs tracing mass in
the core and the other half outside the core, while fs = 1 and l = ∞
corresponds to all MSPs and CVs tracing the cluster’s stellar mass.
With fs = 1 and l = 1, all of the MSPs and CVs are assumed to have
mass-segregated into the cluster’s core.

We do not account for strong encounters, as our numerical code
does not implement any treatment for stellar binaries or tight mul-
tiple systems. Table 6 shows our assumptions on the MSP and CV
populations. Our approach assumes that the MSP and CV popula-
tions do not mix with the bulk of the cluster population after they
have mass-segregated. Meiron & Kocsis (2018) showed that the
mixing time of objects in the cluster is about 10 relaxation times,
which is typically larger than the time-scale on which the clusters
are stripped by galactic tides.

We generated five different models, characteriszd by different
levels of segregation for MSPs and CVs. In these models, we also
varied the efficiency factors ηMSP and ηCV, defined in equations
(8) and (9), in order to outline the role of sources born in the
Galactic disc. For instance, models MSPa/CVa and MSPb/CVb refer
to a population of MSPs and CVs confined initially to the cores
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Table 6. MSP and CV distributions in our simulations.

fs l η Nsrc

Rc

MSPa 1 1 0 2254
MSPb 1 1 0.01 2758
MSPc 0.5 1 0 2254
MSPd 0.5 1 0.1 6953
MSPe 0.5 0.2 0 2254
MSPf 1 103 0 2254

CVa 1 1 0 5994
CVb 1 1 0.01 59577
CVc 1 103 0 5994
CVd 1 103 0.01 59577
CVe 1 103 0.002 16710

Col 1. Model name. Col. 2: fraction of sources within l times the cluster
core radius, Rc. Col. 3: radius, in unit of the cluster core radius, within a
fraction fs of the sources is enclosed; 103 means that sources are distributed
wherever inside the cluster tidal radius. Col. 4: efficiency factor as defined
in equations8 and 9. Col. 5: total number of sources. For models with η > 0
(including sources formed in the Galactic field), the numbers show sources
within the modelled region of the bulge, r < 150 pc.

of their parent clusters. The contribution formed in the Galactic
centre is set to ηMSP = ηCV = 0 in MSPa/CVb and 1 per cent in
MSPb/CVb. In models MSPc/CVc, MSPd/CVd, and MSPe/, we set
the fraction of sources in the core to be fs = 50 per cent. Model
MSPf/CVf represents an unsegregated populations of MSPs and
CVs.

For reference, models, CVa refers to a completely segregated
population of CVs in their parent clusters, while the contribution
coming from CVs formed in the Galactic bulge outside of GCs is set
to zero. Moreover, Table 6 summarizes our choices fot the Galac-
tic field contribution, number of sources, and fraction of sources
contained within a given fraction of the cluster core radius.

3.3 Comparison of observations with simulations

The power emitted in the 2 GeV band from a single MSP can be
estimated as

L2GeV = F2GeV(4πD2)

MGC
mMSP, (10)

where mMSP is the MSP mass, F2GeV the GC observed flux, MGC its
mass, and D its distance from the observer. Following Abdo et al.
(2010), we found L2GeV ∼ 4 × 1035 GeV cm−2 s−1 per MSP.

Fig. 4 shows the observed flux in all the configurations tested as
a function of radius and Fig. 5 shows the 2D surface map of the
gamma-ray intensity emitted by the Galaxy’s NSC in all the models
investigated. Different lines in Fig. 4 show different assumptions on
the initial internal distribution of MSPs within the globular clusters
and the initial number of MSPs outside of globular clusters in the
Galaxy as shown by Table 6. We find that many of these models
are in tension or inconsistent with observations. In particular, if the
initial fraction of MSPs in the Galaxy is high ηMSP = 0.1 (Model
MSPd), the simulation greatly overpredicts the gamma-ray flux at
80 and 200 pc relative to the observed values. Further, an initially
unsegregated population of MSPs in model MSPf produces a low
flux in the inner region of the Galaxy <1 pc at the margin of the
observational error. If all the MSPs are contained within their host
clusters’ core and the galaxy does not contribute to their population
at all (model MSPa), the expected flux is consistent with observa-
tions between 10 and ∼80 pc, while it is 7 per cent smaller than
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Figure 5. Surface map of the 2 GeV intensity produced by the Milky Way’s
NSC as calculated from our simulation S2, model MSPa.

the flux observed at 150 pc. However, we must stress here that our
numerical model for the galactic bulge extends up to 150 pc at most,
being exponentially truncated outward. Thus, the GC material de-
livered to 150 pc from the outer regions is underestimated in the
simulation.

The best agreement between observations and the simulations
shown in Fig. 4 is achieved by model MSPb, which is characterizd
by having all the MSPs contained within the core radius of their host
clusters and having a very small contribution of sources formed in
the Galactic nucleus, namely ηMSP = 0.01. Note that in this model
1912 MSPs were brought to the Galactic Centre by GC infall, while
the progenitors of 503 MSPs were born in the Galactic Centre
before the GC merging process occurred. Thus, our results suggest
that before NSC formation the MSPs reside within the core radius of
their host clusters and only ∼25 per cent of the total number of MSPs
currently in the Galaxy’s NSC have formed in the Galactic nucleus.
However, note that several other models may also be statistically
consistent due to the current level of large observational errors
shown in Fig. 4 and due to the limitations of our models neglecting
GCs initially further out.

For instance, the observed gamma-flux is well-fit by model MSPc,
which assumes partial mass-segregation within their parent clusters.
However, in the extreme limit in which MSPs are completely un-
segregated (model MSPf), the resulting flux is much lower than
observations. Our results suggest that MSPs were at least partly
segregated when they reached the inner galactic regions.

This has interesting implications on the dynamics of the parent
clusters. Indeed, according to equation (7), stars having a mass in the
range ∼10 M� will segregate into the parent cluster centre in tseg �
15 Myr, assuming a cluster mass of 106 M�. Given the similarity
between the tseg and the NSC assembly time-scale, tNSC � 100 Myr,
we expect that the population of MSPs progenitors arrived at the
Galactic Centre at least partially segregated, although tseg provides
only a crude estimate of the actual segregation time-scale.

Similarly to the study of MSPs, we investigate the role of mass
segregation and varying fraction of Galactic CVs using models
listed in Table 6. Fig. 6 shows the number density distribution of
CVs and their averaged density per total volume 〈nCV〉. The dif-
ference between the IPs’ distribution indicates how the initial IP
distribution affects their final density profile after NSC formation.
As expected, an initially unsegregated IP population is character-
ized by a less centrally concentrated distribution of IP population in
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Figure 6. Top panel: number density profile of CVs in different configura-
tions. Bottom panel: CV cumulative distribution profile.

the NSC. Note in Fig. 6 that model CVe is characterized by a cored
distribution inside 2 pc, while model CVa has a steeper distribution
n(r) ∝ r−γ , with slope γ ∼ 0.32 ± 0.03. Comparing models CVa
and CVc initially without Galactic IPs with models CVd and CVe
for which ηCV = 0.01 (see Table 6) shows that in the latter case the
CV population formed in the Galactic centre dominates outside of
∼12 pc. However, within this radius GCs may deliver a dominant
population of IPs. Hailey et al. (2016) derived an IP number density
of 〈nIP〉 ∼ 2 − 10 pc−3 in the inner 10 pc to match NuSTAR obser-
vations, while our simulation models predict an IP density 〈nIP〉 ∼
0.2 pc−3, an order of magnitude smaller than the number observa-
tions suggest. Nevertheless, this discrepancy does not necessarily
rule out the IP interpretation of the NuSTAR data. Indeed, we argue
that, the X-ray surface density profile inferred from our simulations
is compatible with observations, as well as the simulated X-ray flux
morphology is quite similar to the observed map. The discrepancy
might be due to the strategy followed in Hailey et al. (2016) to infer
the number of IPs from the observed number of main sequence
stars in the Galactic Centre. In particular, they assume that all the
binaries containing a white dwarf are CV (see their Section 7.2),
which amounts to an upper limit, since only tight binaries can lead
to the formation of a CV. Assuming that the IP interpretation of
the hard X-ray foreground is correct, our calculations suggest that
at most 10 per cent of these binaries undergo a CV phase. We note
that Pretorius et al. (2013) suggested an IP density nIP = 6.4 ×
10−4 pc−3 calculated within a sphere with radius 150 pc. In our
models the number of IPs enclosed within this radius yields to an
average density nIP = 1.4 − 6.7 × 10−4 pc−3, depending on the
choice of ηIP = 0, 0.01, 0.002.
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Figure 7. Emitted flux from IPs in our model.
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We show in Fig. 7 the surface flux map in our CVb model.
We limited the field of view in this case to 6.4 arcmin, in order
to compare with observations provided by NuSTAR (Mori et al.
2015). A qualitative comparison with the inner galactic regions
in the 20–40 keV energy range (Fig. 5 Mori et al. (2015), shows
similarity between the X-ray image from our simulations, rescaled
to the MW centre, and the observed one. Note that the simulated
IPs’ morphology is qualitatively consistent with the observed X-ray
image, although a more rigorous comparison is difficult due to the
fact that the observed features are sensitive to the initial conditions
that affect NSC formation. Interestingly spiral streamlike structures
are visible in the simulation image (see, e.g. between −5

′
< x <

−3
′
and −2

′
< y < 0

′
).

Fig. 8 shows the number of sources per square degree in our
model, compared to observational results from Hong et al. (2009)
(their figure 6). Since our models take into account only the NSC
and the Galactic bulge, we show only these two contributions from
Hong et al. (2009). We found an overall agreement between 0.07
and 1 deg, corresponding to ∼10–140 pc at 8 kpc. The discrep-
ancy outside of 1 deg is due to the adopted exponential truncation
in our model, which makes the simulation unreliable outside the
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Table 7. Number of CVs over total number of stars.

�10 �100

r < 10 pc r < 100 pc

CVa 1.69 × 10−4 2.69 × 10−5

CVb 1.79 × 10−4 8.10 × 10−5

CVc 1.10 × 10−4 2.57 × 10−5

CVd 1.14 × 10−4 8.03 × 10−5

CVe 1.09 × 10−4 3.65 × 10−5

Col 1. Model name. Col. 2: fraction of CVs over the fraction of stars in a
10 pc volume. Col. 3: same as column 2, but in a 100 pc volume.

truncation radius (150 pc). In particular, the best agreement with
observations is achieved with model CVe, in which we assumed η

= 2 × 10−3. In this model, 2/3 of the total number of IPs within
the inner 150 pc formed in the Galactic field, while the remain-
ing population originated in star clusters with radially segregated
initial profiles. We also compared our models with Chandra data
(Zhu et al. 2018), finding a discrepancy in the emission from within
0.1 deg. This difference can be due to our assumption that IPs are
the only sources emitting in the X-ray band and that all the IPs in
our sample are characterized by a luminosity of 1032 erg s−1. On
the other hand, the discrepancy might imply that something in our
knowledge of CVs and IPs formation processes is missing. Indeed,
it is possible either that (i) the number of CVs in GCs is smaller
than inferred from observations, or (ii) that the fraction of CVs that
turn into IPs is smaller than expected. For instance, a recent paper
based on Chandra observations of Galactic GCs suggests that the
population of CVs forming in GCs could be small compared to the
field (Cheng et al. 2018).

Hong et al. (2009) calculated the number of CVs within ∼1 kpc,
normalized to the total number of stars, needed to ascribe the Milky
Way’s hard X-ray emission to IPs. They found that this quantity
should be in the range �IP ∼ (1.6 − 9.5) × 10−5. In order to compare
with observations, we calculate the same fraction, assuming that
IPs are only 0.8 per cent of the whole CV population (Pretorius
et al. 2013). We find that in the inner 100 pc, �100 = (2.5–8) ×
10−5, in agreement with the predictions based on observations.
More recently, Zhu et al. (2018) reported an enhanced abundance
of CVs in the central 10 pc with respect to the outside by a factor
2, compatible with our findings summarized in Table 7. Thus, we
conclude that the population of IPs dominating the X-ray emission
in the Galactic centre could have mostly originated in GCs.

4 DISCUSSION

4.1 The link between the NSC formation history and the
galactic centre BH population

Our approach shows that many compact sources can be deposited
into the Galactic Centre in the course of the NSC’s formation. The
recent discovery of 12 low-mass X-ray binaries (LMXBs) orbiting
around 1 pc from Sgr A∗ (Hailey et al. 2018), raised further questions
about the evolution of our Milky Way centre. As discussed by
Generozov et al. (2018), these sources might have formed in tidal
capture by single BHs in the dense environment characterizing the
NSC.

A “wet” NSC origin, in which the stars formed in situ, will leave
a large population of BH remnants near the Galactic centre. In this
section, we explore whether a dry-merger scenario can produce a
population of remnants compatible with the inferred BH population,

which could number as high as 20 000 (Miralda-Escudé & Gould
2000).

We use the same approach as for MSPs and CVs to infer the
number of BHs delivered to the NSC by infalling clusters:

NBH = �retνBH

(
ηBHμNSC,G +

∑
i

δiμGC,i

)
MNSC. (11)

Here, �ret is the BH retention fraction. BHs formed in clusters may
be ejected immediately due to a large natal kick, or they may be
ejected later due to dynamical interactions as they mass segregate to
the core and undergo strong scatterings. The retention fraction here
is the fraction of BHs that remain bound to the cluster until it reaches
the NSC. Although uncertain, this parameter is thought to be �0.5
on both numerical (Morscher et al. 2015; Repetto & Nelemans 2015;
Mandel 2016; Peuten et al. 2016) and observational (Strader et al.
2012; Chomiuk et al. 2013; Miller-Jones et al. 2015; Bahramian
et al. 2017; Giesers et al. 2018) grounds. We assume a Kroupa
(2001) initial mass function and calculate νBH as the number of
stars with initial masses above 18 M�. In this way, we obtain a
ratio of BHs to stellar mass of νBH � 3.5 × 10−3 M−1

� .,
We measure the fraction of GC mass transported to the galactic

centre δi directly from the simulations, while we assume that the
efficiency of BH formation is the same both in the galaxy field and
the cluster, thus implying ηBH = 1.

Assuming a �ret = 0.5 retention probability, our results suggest
that GCs deposit

NBH = 2.4 × 104

BHs into the NSC, while a similar number of BHs should form
directly in the galactic nucleus while the NSC grew up. Once de-
posited into the Galactic Centre, these BHs will segregate into
the deepest NSC regions due to dynamical friction, which oper-
ate very efficiently for heavy objects like stellar mass BHs, be-
coming the most likely progenitors for the observed population of
LMXBs.

4.2 Implication of a NSC wet origin for the γ -ray excess

If the NSC formed according to the wet scenario, its formation
would have occurred by gas fragmentation around the SMBH. In
this case, the NSC would behave similarly to a very massive and
dense star cluster. Assuming a total mass MNSC = 2.5 × 107 M�
and half-mass radius rh � 2 pc, the NSC is expected to undergo
mass segregation in a fraction of its relaxation time, ∼200 Myr
according to equation (7). This is a clear oversimplification since
the NSC will grow in time, thus implying that MNSC and rh are
time-varying quantities. Therefore, we caution that these are rough
estimates, and represent a useful point of comparison for the next
generation of numerical models. These models will hopefully have
sufficient resolution to discern the motion of actual MSPs or CVs
candidates in galactic nuclei.

The expected population of MSPs in a NSC formed entirely in-
situ is uncertain. Escape speeds from the NSC are much higher
than for GCs, so the NSC should retain a larger fraction of its
neutron stars. Higher velocity dispersions also reduce the rate of
strong encounters and may therefore inhibit MSP formation. It is
not clear whether these effects combine to increase or decrease the
MSP population per unit stellar mass relative to that seen in GCs
(Faucher-Giguère & Loeb 2011; Dexter & O’Leary 2014). As a
simple baseline model, we assume that they cancel out and produce
a similar MSP abundance per unit mass as that seen in GCs, or
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Figure 9. Ratio between the MSPs γ fluxes in the wet and dry NSC for-
mation scenarios, for two different levels of MSPs segregation in the NSC
formed in-situ.

NMW ∼ 2450 MSPs. We then produce gamma-ray predictions from
the wet formation scenario by randomly selecting NMSP, wet ≡ NMW

particles within the spatial region enclosing the NSC.
This assumption for the wet formation scenario directly implies

that the MSPs’ radial distribution follows the NSC radial distribu-
tion. Again, using these simulations, we cannot directly account for
mass segregation of stars in the NSC, so we assume that a fraction
nMSP, wet of stars is enclosed within Rmax times the NSC core radius
rcNSC, which for the Milky Way’s NSC is rcNSC � 1 pc.

We investigated two different cases: (i) the whole population of
MSPs is fully segregated inside the NSC core radius, i.e. Rmax =
rcNSC and nwet = 1; (ii) the MSPs are distributed within Rmax =
10rcNSC and nwet = 1.

Fig. 9 shows the gamma-ray flux calculated in the in-situ scenario,
Fwet, normalized to the values obtained for model MSPa under the
dry-merger scenario assumptions, in the three cases investigated.

Surprisingly, we found significant differences between dry- and
wet- γ fluxes emitted from the inner 10 pc. If the MSPs population
is completely segregated in the “in-situ NSC”, we found that the
flux is up to 100 times those emitted from MSPs delivered from
orbitally segregated star clusters. However, if we assume that the
whole population of MSPs is mixed within the inner 10 pc and
follow the same radial distribution of background stars, the dry-
and wet- scenarios produce similar results.

Since the mass of MSP progenitors is significantly higher than the
average stellar mass in stellar system, they are expected to segregate
into the NSC’s central region over a dynamical friction time-scale
(df), provided that this is shorter than the stellar lifetime. Indeed,
the zero age main sequence mass range of a star which evolves into
a neutron star is 7 − 20 M� (Belczynski & Taam 2008), and the
average stellar mass is meff ∼ 0.6 M� for a Kroupa (2001) mass
function. The stellar lifetimes may be calculated using the SSE
code for modelling stellar evolution (Hurley, Pols & Tout 2000),
which gives 56 Myr for 7 M� and 11 Myr for 20 M�. Following
Arca-Sedda (2016) (but see also Arca-Sedda & Capuzzo-Dolcetta
(2014b) for details), and assuming that the MSP progenitor stars
were orbiting within the NSC core radius r∗ � rNSC, on a nearly
circular orbit, the df time can be calculated as:

tdf(m∗) � 0.3Myr g(e, γNSC)

(
m∗

MNSC

)−0.67

, (12)

where g(e, γ NSC) is a smooth function of the NSC inner density
slope and the star orbital eccentricity as given by Arca-Sedda et al.

(2015). Substituting the properties of our NSC, we find tdf(7 M�)
= 31 Myr and tdf(20 M�) = 15 Myr, thus comparable to the stellar
evolution time-scale above. This suggests that it MSPs progenitors
can be partially segregated into the NSC, if formed in-situ therein.

4.3 The role of a central SMBH

In this section, we focus on gamma-ray emission, to determine
the role played by the GCs’ initial conditions with and without an
SMBH (S1, S2, S3, see Section 2).

Fig. 10 shows the Galactic centre emission profile. The map
shows the inner 25 × 25 pc region or 11 arcmin × 11 arcmin around
Sgr A∗. The Galactic centre MSP flux morphology, shows differ-
ences among different star cluster initial distributions.

The NSC flattening ratio qf, calculated as the ratio between the
minor and major axis of the ellipsoid enclosing the NSC, varies
depending on the model considered. In our model S1, where clus-
ters initial orbits have different orientations, we found qf = 0.6 −
0.8, independently of the plane considered. It is worth noting that
this value is really close to the Galactic NSC observed flattening
(Schödel et al. 2014; Chatzopoulos et al. 2015; Fritz et al. 2016).
In the case of model S2, instead, the flattening ratio is smaller, qf ∼
0.52, if we look in the plane perpendicular to the GCs initial orbital
plane, while it rises up to qf = 0.7 − 0.9 if we look in the parallel
plane.

In particular, the original disc-like distributions of GCs in model
S2 is reflected also in its NSC morphology. Fig. 11 shows the time
evolution of its three principal moments of inertia Ii, where I1 is the
component perpendicular to orbital plane of clusters in configura-
tion S2. It is worth noting that all three models are axisymmetric
within this preferential plane (I2 = I3), but Model S2 shows an
axisymmetic anisotropy with I1/I3 ∼ 0.3.

Therefore, gamma-ray imaging of the Galactic centre with a reso-
lution of 6.4 arcmin carries information on the initial GC population
that formed the NSC. The stellar distribution around the SMBH is
expected to be a combination of infalling GC debris and the Galac-
tic background. Similarly, the gamma-ray flux is expected to have a
contribution from these two channels hinting at the relative fraction
of “dry” and “wet” origins of the NSC. To examine these possibil-
ities, we calculate the cumulative flux, F, at 2 Gev similar to that
in Fig. 5 above but for all three initial conditions S1, S2, S3 for
different values of ηMSP. In Fig. 12, we compare the results with
observational estimates by Abazajian et al. (2014) (see also fig.
1 in Brandt & Kocsis 2015 for a comparison with the modelled
cumulative flux).

The results in our three models are quite similar outside of the
NSC (r > 10 pc), while they exhibit interesting differences in the
inner few pc, as shown in Fig. 12. The high end of the distribution
is compatible with a small contribution coming from the GC, with
an upper limit of η � 0.01, while in the inner pc the presence of the
SMBH causes a decrease of the flux by a factor ∼2 for model S3
relative to that in model S1.

In Fig. 12, we can identify two important regions: inside 10 pc the
gamma ray flux carries information on both the dry and wet NSC
formation pathways, while in the outer region the results are consis-
tent with only a small contribution from the Galactic background.
The results in the three models investigated look quite similar out-
side the NSC (r > 10 pc), while they exhibit interesting differences
in the inner few pc. This is highlighted by Fig. 13, which shows the
cumulative flux in three models with η � 0.01.

The shaded region in Fig. 12 covers the allowed region assuming
a 50 per cent error in our calculations which may be due to (i)
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Figure 10. Surface flux map in the three models investigated. The panels
show, respectively model S1, model S2 in the xy plane, model S2 in the xz
plane, and model S3.
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Figure 11. Principal axes of inertia in our numerical models of the inner
10 pc, where the NSC dominates the matter distribution.

the uncertainties in the number of MSPs, (ii) the level of initial
segregation, and (iii) the contribution of galactic MSPs. Regarding
the first point, if the GCs reach the Galactic centre before NS form
with a velocity dispersion σ = 190 km s−1 (Phinney & Kulkarni
1994), the number of retained neutron stars can increase by a factor
up to ∼1.5 with respect to our previous calculation, due to the
NSC deeper potential well. Regarding the second point, in deriving
the cumulative flux we assumed that all the GCs have the same
level of segregation. Accounting for different segregation status
may decrease the flux, as expected comparing unsegregated (MSPf)
and fully segregated models (MSPa) (see Fig. 4). Finally, the third
point is related to unknown number of MSP formed in the Galactic
background, that affects the cumulative flux outside 10 pc.
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Figure 12. Cumulative flux distribution calculated from models S1 (top)
S2 (centre), S3 (bottom panel), compared with observed γ excess (black
filled dots Brandt & Kocsis 2015), as a function of the projected distance to
the SMBH. The red shaded region represents the cumulative flux assuming
that it comes only from the orbitally segregated clusters. The region width
encloses a factor of 50 per cent error in the calculation. The dotted curves are
obtained assuming that a fraction of the enclosed galaxy mass contributes
to the flux (assuming η = 0.01)

We find that the presence of an SMBH in the Galactic centre
and the GCs initial conditions cause a noticeable variation of the
emission only within 10 pc from the Galactic centre. The γ -ray
flux increases by a factor ∼10 within 1–2 pc in model S3, which
do not contain any SMBH. The reason for such a difference is re-
lated again to the NSC formation process. Indeed, when the SMBH
is absent, tidal forces arising from the Galactic centre are signif-
icantly smaller. As a consequence, the GCs tidal stripping is less
effective in the inner region, allowing for the formation of an NSC
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Figure 13. Cumulative flux in the three models investigated.
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Figure 14. Flux emitted from different galactic centres with different
SMBHs masses, normalized to the value calculated in absence of an SMBH,
as a function of the SMBH mass.

characterized by an effective radius smaller than in the other two
models (see Table 2). Therefore, detailed observations of the inner
regions of external galaxies that underwent GC-SMBH interactions
can potentially help in arguing for the presence of a central SMBH
therein. This can be particularly interesting in dwarf spheroidal
galaxies (dSph), where the relatively low density can prevent the
formation of an SMBH seed, depending on the matter distribu-
tion in the galaxy (Arca-Sedda & Capuzzo-Dolcetta 2018). For
instance, in the simplest approximation in which the emission from
the inner 1 pc is connected to the SMBH through a simple power-
law, FSMBH ∝ ( MSMBH

M0
+ 1)−α , where the scaling factor is defined as

M0 = 2.6 × 106 M�, it would be possible to infer the mass of a
central SMBH if it exceeds 5 × 104 M�, almost independently on
value of α, as shown in Fig. 14.

Moreover, the emission caused by GCs initially orbiting in the
same plane should be a few times larger than that caused by GCs
moving in the Galactic bulge. Such a difference is quite below the
current Fermi resolution, nevertheless these findings can be interest-
ing for next generation of γ ray detectors, either space-based, such
as the forthcoming ASTROGAM (Tatischeff et al. 2016), CALET
(Kisaka & Kawanaka 2013) and PANGU (Wu et al. 2014) space
missions, or the CTA telescope (Bednarek, Sitarek & Sobczak 2016)
(see Knödlseder 2016 for a detailed review on the perspectives of
future gamma-ray astronomy).
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4.4 Caveats

In our analysis, we have shown that a population of MSPs and
CVs dragged from infalling GCs in the NSC “dry-merger” sce-
nario can account for most of the observed hard X-ray and gamma-
ray excess flux coming from the innermost region of the Milky
Way centre, r � 10–100 pc, while the emission observed out-
side ∼100 pc is likely due to sources born in-situ. On the other
hand, our numerical simulations suffer several limitations that are
dictated by the current status of numerical modelling of galactic
dynamics.

Due to the fact that each of the presented simulations took sev-
eral months to be completed, the limited number of models provided
does not allow us to investigate the role of the GCs’ mass function
or to determine the impact of a GCs’ initial radial distribution sig-
nificantly different from that of the background Galaxy. As shown
in Section 2.1.1, the resulting NSCs in two models S1 and S2 are
both consistent with previous results and observations of the Milky
Way NSC, thus suggesting that these assumptions have a minor
impact on the NSC final properties.

The mass of each particle in our model is ∼70 M�, much too high
to allow a reliable description of single star dynamics. The ongoing
rapid advance in GPU architectures and dedicated programming
can eventually boost the level of resolution achievable, and can lead
in the near future to lower particle mass values, closer to reality.
Numerical codes implementing stellar evolution and strong encoun-
ters already exist (Spurzem 2001; Aarseth 2003; Petts, Gualandris
& Read 2015; Arca-Sedda 2016), but they are still limited to a
relatively low number of particles, allowing to model star clusters
rather than galactic nuclei (Wang et al. 2016).

Finally, the processes that regulate the formation rate of MSPs
and CVs are still partially unknown, leading to uncertainties in the
their predicted numbers in star clusters and in the Galactic centre.
Detailed information on the distribution of MSPs and CVs inside
the Milky Way NSC can potentially offer clues to discern whether
the Galactic nuclear cluster has a wet or dry origin. These can be
combined with further observations of sources compatible with the
dry-merger scenario, such as the RRLyrae (Minniti et al. 2016;
Dong et al. 2017), to further test our conclusions.

5 C O N C L U S I O N

In this paper, we investigated possible links between the NSC’s
origin of the Galaxy and the intense flux observed in the gamma-
ray and hard X-ray bands by the Fermi and NuSTAR satellite. Using
state-of-the-art numerical direct N-body simulations, we modelled
the NSC dynamical formation process by orbital decay and merger
of massive star clusters. We investigated the possible configurations
of MSPs and CVs in the newly born NSC, delivered in the Galactic
centre by the infalling clusters.

Our main results are summarized as follows.

(i) We showed that the dry-merger scenario of GCs provides a
suitable mechanism for the deposition of a large number of MSPs
and CVs in the Galactic centre. The predicted numbers of MSPs and
CVs (particularly IPs) are consistent with the gamma-ray and X-ray
observations, assuming that they formed in dense star clusters that
underwent orbital decay.

(ii) We found that GCs can deliver up to ∼24 000 BHs to the
NSC at the Galactic center. This population is added to the BHs that
formed in the NSC.

(iii) Regarding the gamma-ray emission, our results suggest that
nearly 80 per cent of the flux emitted from the inner ∼100–150 pc

can be ascribed to MSPs well segregated in their parent stellar
clusters, while the remaining 20 per cent can be associated with
sources formed in-situ, which dominate the gamma-ray profile out-
side 20 pc. These results are mostly independent of the clusters’
initial orbital properties.

(iv) The best agreement with the observed gamma-ray emission
is achieved assuming that the MSPs’ progenitors populate their host
clusters’ core during the NSC assembly. An originally unsegregated
MSP population leads to a final distribution that produces a weaker
emission than observed in the range 1–10 pc.

(v) The CV number density inferred from our simulations is
consistent with observational estimates, while their spatial density
profile depends strongly on the level of initial mass segregation in
their host clusters. If CVs were initially unsegregated in their parent
clusters, their density profile after NSC formation would be flat,
while if the whole CVs population is concentrated within the host
cluster radius after NSC formation, we get a final power-law density
profile, with slope ∼0.32. Therefore, detailed observations of CVs
in the Milky Way innermost regions may test these predictions, and
shed light on the initial properties of star clusters in the Galactic
bulge.

(vi) The X-ray surface brightness profile inferred from our sim-
ulations of the CV population agrees with observations. The best
agreement is achieved assuming that ∼25 per cent of the CVs in the
Galactic centre come from orbitally decayed star clusters, while the
remaining X-ray flux is emitted by CVs formed in-situ. The CVs
that originated in star clusters (dry merger channel) dominate the
emission in the inner 20 pc, while the locally formed sources domi-
nate outside of the NSC. Hence, while the central X-ray emission is
mostly due to CVs transported in infalling GCs, the emission com-
ing from outside the NSC is mostly due to a CVs formed in-situ.
The difference between in-situ CVs and MSPs is directly related to
the number of sources per unit mass, that is much larger for CVs.

(vii) The star clusters initial orbital parameters determine the
morphology of the X-ray and gamma-ray fluxes, but poorly af-
fect the observed cumulative flux distribution in these bands. Star
clusters initially distributed accordingly to the Galactic background
lead to a triaxial NSC, while a more discy structure forms when the
clusters move on co-planar orbits.

(viii) The central SMBH affects the gamma-ray emission in the
inner 10 pc, a limit well below the current FERMI resolution. The
absence of a central SMBH leads to the formation of a denser NSC
characterized by a flux 5–10 times larger in the inner 1–2 pc than
in galaxies with SMBHs. This has interesting implications for the
mass range of dwarf galaxies, where the formation of an SMBH
may be more difficult due to the lower densities.
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